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What is Energyview?
Energyview is a web-based platform that provides access to Australian and
international energy intelligence across the entire energy value chain, using worldclass technology in predictive analytics, GIS mapping, and advanced database,
dashboards and charting tools.
Operated by Australian energy specialist Core Energy Group, Energyview is about
future direction – looking at all forces that shape the energy world, determining
sustainability, reliability, cost and national security.
The technology is the first of its kind to provide a real-time view of Australia’s entire
energy value chain –through one easy-to-understand visual tool.

How was the technology developed?
Core Energy Group researched, engaged and leveraged the best ideas and
technologies globally to create Energyview.
Several local and national companies are currently using Energyview to facilitate
decision-making, investment and strategic management.
Trialing of the product across the energy market has provided vital feedback and
clearly demonstrated the product’s ability to delve into fine detail and address the
bigger picture.

Why was there a need for Energyview?
Energyview is central to the development of the energy industry – by enabling users
to rapidly identify opportunities to add value and manage risk.
Finding new ways to deliver energy sustainability, reliably and cost effectively, while
also ensuring national security, requires fundamental change in energy sources,
technology and consumer behaviour.
It is simply not possible to analyse and design change without advanced technology,
and Energyview has been developed with that in mind.

What are the basic capabilities of Energyview?
Universal data sourcing, rapid processing of big and complex data, quality analysis
and timely reporting via a familiar web browser enable any energy industry
stakeholder to access the energy intelligence required to realise a major change in
productivity and the quality of decision making.
What sets Energyview apart?
Energyview confidently positions its clients ahead of competitors, offering six
fundamental advantages:
1. Improved efficiency and productivity – through the timely and accurate
sorting of large scale and highly complex energy data via the world’s leading
computing systems
2. Enhanced value – clear insights that identify risk and value along the entire
energy value chain, from resource to consumer
3. Access to real time data – versus the analysis of static data that commonly
occurs in today’s energy industry, which becomes rapidly outdated
4. Global context – real time, accurate energy intelligence that is applicable to
clients working on a local, national or international scale
5. Consistency and reliability – the clear and user-friendly presentation of data
ensures client confidence in forecasting, decision making and strategic
management
6. Scalability – Energyview offers a broad portfolio of modules and services that
are tailored to clients’ specific requirements as they change with time
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